
BOOK NOW

READY?

SEVEN EVENTS

STRONG PARTNERS

8S CUP



·Regulations: all participants will ride with a technically identical 8S-Cup race
bike using Michelin standardized tires
·The cup is integrated into the race track events of WSB-Sport
·Strong partners. Whether it's Team Berghammer, WSB-Sport, Haslacher
Suspension, RP Exhaust, Art Racing, or Michelin. Each partner contributes to
making the cup more affordable and appealing for all riders
·-25% on Suzuki original spare parts
·Special prices on annual passes at WSB-Sport
·Tire service at every event
·Photographer at every event
Free riding in 4 homogeneous groups
·On-site instructors
Suspension service by Haslacher Suspension
Physiotherapy + massage at every event
Seven race weekends on the most thrilling European tracks
·Technical support and spare parts supply by Team Berghammer
·Race track bakery at every event (unique and only at WSB-Sport)
·The spirit of the SUZUKI family. Fairness and fun in the battle for the
podium

Key elements of the 8S-Cup:

8S-Cup 20248S-Cup 2024
2024 marks a new era with the GSX-

8S Brand Cup.

The fight for the 8S-Cup Crown 2024 starts, as it does every year, right at registration!
This is done through the organizer WSB-SPORT via the website https://wsb-sport.com.

HTTPS://WSB-SPORT.COM  
TEAM BERGHAMMER-RACING  
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··SUZUKI GSX-8S Completely original
·SUZUKI GSX-8S Cup race bike

··Race 1 Rijeka / Grobnik (Croatia)                    12th to 14th April 2024
·Race 2 Slovakiaring (Slovakia)                         24th to 26th May 2024
·Race 3 Brno (Czech Republic)                          14th to 16th June 2024
·Race 4 Most (Czech Republic)                         12th to 14th July 2024
·Race 5 Pannoniaring (Hungary)                         9th to 11th Aug. 2024
·Race 6 Spielberg (Austria)                               23rd to 25th Aug. 2024
·Race 7 Slovakiaring (Slovakia)                          13th to 15th Sep. 2024

1.1 Eligible motorcycles:

1.2 Termine 2024:

The season's dates will be announced on the organizer WSB-Sport's website. The
8S-Cup takes place on the following dates:

Each race weekend includes FREE RIDING in all performance groups, a qualifying,
a race on Saturday, and a race on Sunday.

Only registered 8S Cup participants will be considered for the overall ranking.
There is no DISCARD RESULT!

Licensed riders may participate in races for training purposes but are generally
excluded from trophies, cash and in-kind prizes, or points.
Day starters are allowed and counted for the result.

Day starters are allowed and counted for the result.

GeneralGeneral
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·major violations 
·unsportsmanlike conduct 
·failure to comply with flag signals

1.3 Race distance and scoring:

The 8S Cup's race distance is between 7 and 10 laps, depending on the race
track.

Points + Trophies 
Point distribution: 25, 20, 16, 13, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1.

8S Cup trophies up to 5th place.

All 8S Cup drivers receive trophies for positions up to 8th place in the overall
ranking.

1.4 Training and race procedure: (Details at www.wsb-sport.com)

Current regulations for 2024 and details on the starting procedure, time penalties,
and processes can be found at https://wsb-sport.com/Reglement.

1.5 Exclusions:

The driver will be completely excluded in case of:

GeneralGeneral
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·Parts damaged by wear or accident may only be replaced with identical
parts
·The gear ratio (sprocket and chainring) may be freely chosen

Required changes in chain length are allowed
·Spring strength may be freely chosen
·Fork and shock setup changes are allowed, exclusively through Team
Berghammer/Haslacher Suspension
·The preload of the suspension strut is freely selectable
·Changes to the seat pad are allowed

Anything not expressly permitted by this regulation is prohibited. The
base model is the built 8S-Cupbike Team Berghammer.

Changes and installations may only be made within the framework specified
below:

ALL parts must be purchased exclusively by Team Berghammer.

2.1 Tire:

The 8S-Cup 2024 will be held with Michelin standard tires. The tire
compounds and dimensions are predefined and mandatory.

2.2 Vehicle checks:

The organizer reserves the right to carry out random checks and technical
inspections of motorcycles at any time.

2.3 Stickers:
Free areas may be stickered with their own sponsors or stickers. All existing
Cup sponsor stickers must remain fully visible. Worn-out Cup sponsor stickers
must be replaced.

Technische ReglementTechnische Reglement
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2.4 General:

Company prints of competitors of the Cup sponsors are not welcome in the
8S-Cup. We kindly request to, also in their interest (media reuse), cover or
remove them for qualifyings or races. This applies to the entire motorcycle and
the driver (leather suit, helmet,...). Race results and participant images can be
used for promotional purposes without additional payment to the respective
individuals. Failure to apply Cup sponsor stickers results in the loss of any
exclusive benefits for Cup drivers.

2.5 Consequences:

·In the event of a breach of the regulations, the Cup management makes a
decision regarding exclusion, time penalties, demotion, or similar measures in a
session
·The Cup management reserves the right to exclude the driver from the Cup in
the event of a violation. Without further claims to the organizers
·The protest or legal route is excluded for the driver

Technische ReglementTechnische Reglement
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The Cup package for the 8S-Cup 2024 offers every driver exclusive
advantages at a sensational price. The official registration at WSB-Sport
counts.

1.Cup package 20241.Cup package 2024

-25% on Suzuki original
spare parts for the Cup

vehicle. Available through
Team Berghammer

3.1 Suspension Service:

Well-tuned suspension is one of the foundations to be at the
forefront of the 8S-Cup. That's why we have the company
Haslacher Suspension on board at the race track. Suspension offer
available through Team Berghammer.

Further exclusive benefits are not
yet all confirmed and are still in
progress!!!
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Additional InformationAdditional Information

·Entry fees for all race weekends (various options)
·Entry fees for all races matching the class held within WSB-Sport

·Rental fees for transponders
·OSK Race-Card license
·Pit rental

·Participation is at your own risk, claims for damages against the organizer, its
authorized persons, or other participants are excluded
·Participants must comply with the instructions of the event staff
·The participant is liable for personal and property damage to third parties
caused by intent or gross negligence
·A participant can be excluded if they disturb the event or behave grossly
negligently
·The organizer does not guarantee the condition of the race track and its
facilities
·Each participant must have sufficient foreign health insurance
·Each participant must wear a leather suit with EC protectors, boots, gloves,
back protector, and a full-face helmet
Absolute alcohol prohibition during participation. The intake of strong
medications is also prohibited

4.1 Annual Pass „WSB Sport“

There is an annual pass for all events at WSB-SPORT.
 With multiple options. Prices and information can be found at www.wsb-
sport.com.

The annual pass includes:

The annual pass does not include: 

4.2 General Conditions:
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S T A R K E  P A R T N E R



DO YOU WANT TO
BE PART OF THE
GSX-R FAMILY?
F I N D  O U T  N O W !
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